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ABSTRACT4

This submission will focus on advancements and advantages of Micro Pattern5

Gas Detector (MPGD) technologies together with their applications for the con-6

struction of a dedicated Time Projection Chambers (TPC) that can serve as an7

excellent main tracker for any multipurpose detector that can be foreseen to8

operate at a future leptons collider. The first portion of the report will be the9

1.5 page executive summary. It will be followed by sections detailing on appli-10

cations of MPGDs specifically for the construction of the LCTPC for the ILD11

at ILC, for a possible upgrade of the Belle II detector and for the design of a12

TPC for a detector at CEPC. MPGD technologies offers synergy with other de-13

tector R&D’s and several application domains; a few examples will be provided14

in the context of the long range planning exercise in the USA. Link to industrial15

partnership and work with institutions in the USA will be highlighted when16

appropriate.17
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Advances in our knowledge of the structure of matter during the past century have24

been made possible largely through the development of successive generations of high en-25

ergy particle accelerators, as well as a continued improvement in detector technologies. The26

physics goals of future high-luminosity lepton colliders set for the next generation of particle27

accelerators at the energy-frontier for the deployment of a Higgs factory, and also at the28

flavour-precision frontier, have put stringent constraints on the need to develop novel instru-29

mentation. Time Projection Chambers (TPC) operating at e+e− machines in the 1990’s30

reached their sensitivity limit and new approaches needed to be developed to overcome the31

need for improved resolution. The spatial and timing resolution goals needed nowadays rep-32

resents an order of magnitude improvement over the conventional proportional wire/cathode33

pad TPC performance, which is limited by the intrinsic E × B effect near the wires, and34

approaches the fundamental limit imposed by diffusion. Other detrimental effects such as35

material budget, cost per readout channel and power consumption also represent serious36

challenges for future high-precision tracking detectors. One of the most promising area of37

R&D in subatomic physics is the novel development of gas detectors. Micro Pattern Gas38

Detector (MPGD) technologies have become a well-established advancement in the deploy-39

ment of gaseous detectors because those will always remain the primary choice whenever40

large-area coverage with low material budget is required for particle detection. MPGDs41

have indeed a small material budget, which is important in a high background or a high-42

multiplicity environment, and naturally reduce space charge build up in the drift volume43

by suppressing positive ion feedback from the amplification region. Of greatest importance44

however, is that the E ×B effect is negligible for an MPGD because the micro holes have45

∼100 µm spacing, which offers a rotationally symmetric distribution and thus no preferred46

track angle.47

MPGD, in particular the Gas Electron Multiplier (GEM), the Micro-Mesh Gaseous48

Structure (Micromegas), and other micro pattern detector schemes, offers the potential to49

deploy new gaseous detectors with unprecedented spatial resolution, high rate capability,50

large sensitive area, operational stability and radiation hardness. Many foreseen detectors51

for future leptons colliders contemplates the usage of MPGD devices. This report mainly52

focuses on future proposed MPGD-based TPCs at leptons colliders. Namely: (i) the In-53

ternational Large Detector (ILD) at the International Linear Collider (ILC), (ii) the Belle54

II detector upgrade at the SuperKEK B-Factory, and (iii) the TPC for a detector at the55

Circular Electron Positron Collider (CEPC).56

Overall, MPGD-based TPC is offering excellent tracking ability, while enabling continu-57

ous or power-cycled readouts. Historically, TPCs were the main central tracking chambers58

of ALEPH and DELPHI at the electron-positron collider LEP, where many Americans59

were active collaborators. The T2K Near Detector with Micromegas represents another60

area where TPC technology was deployed with engagement with participants from North61

America. The refurbishing of the ALICE TPC is a more recent example of the usage of62

MPGD with participation from institutions from the United States (Oak Ridge National63

Laboratory, The University of Texas at Austin, University of Houston, University of Ten-64

nessee, Wayne State University, Yale University). The ALICE main central-barrel tracking65

used to rely on multi-wire proportional chambers, which have since been replaced by GEM66

designed in an optimized multilayer configuration, which stand up to the technological chal-67
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lenges imposed by continuous TPC operation at high rate. The requirement to keep the68

ion-induced space-charge distortions at a tolerable level leads to an upper limit of 2% for the69

fractional ion backflow has been achieved. The upgraded TPC readout will allow ALICE70

to record the information of all tracks produced in lead-lead collisions at rates of 50 kHz,71

while producing data at a staggering rate of 3.5 TB/s. For both T2K and ALICE, TPCs72

partnership with CERN allows the fabrication of anodes boards os size of order of 50 cm73

x50 cm.74

The TPC concept is viewed in particle physics like the ultimate drift chamber since it75

provides 3D precision tracking with low material budget and enables particle identification76

through dE/dx measurements or cluster counting techniques. At ILC and CEPC, as well77

as Belle II upgrades, MPGD TPC technologies and viewed to be the topmost main track-78

ing system for some conceptual detectors. There are synergy with other MPGD detector79

activities (as summarized here) that offers clear motivation for gaseous tracking at leptons80

colliders. Gaseous tracking devices have been extremely successful in providing precision81

pattern recognition. They provide hundreds of measurements on a single track, with an82

extremely low material budget in the central region of the detector. This results in accurate83

track reconstruction and hence high tracking efficiency. The continuous measurements of84

charged particle tracks also allows for precise particle identification capabilities, which has85

the possibility not only to achieve excellent continuous tracking, but also to improve jet en-86

ergy resolution and flavour-tagging capability for an experiment at a future lepton collider.87

These are two essential advantages for experiments at a lepton collider. The main challenges88

for the design of a large TPC are related to the relative high magnetic field , in which some89

foreseen detectors are planned to operate. For accurate measurements of the momenta of90

charged particles, the electromagnetic field has to be known with high precision. Final and91

sufficient calibration of the field map can be achieved using corrections derived from the92

events themselves, a procedure which has been demonstrated. While the event rate of an93

lepton colliders detector can easily be accommodated by current TPC readout technology,94

R&D to mitigate the effects of secondary processes from bunch-bunch interactions is ongo-95

ing. MPGD technologies offer a wide-range of applications and calls for synergy in detector96

R&D at future leptons colliders. The availability of highly integrated amplification system97

with readout electronics allows for the design of gas-detector systems with channel densities98

comparable to that of modern silicon detectors. This synergy with silicon detector ASIC99

development is very appealing for MPGD TPCs since resent wafer post-processing enables100

the integration of gas-amplification structures directly on top of a pixelized readout chip.101

The ILD TPC is in fact based on mature hardware and software contributions from mul-102

tiple partners and in particular from the United States (e.g. Cornell University and Wilson103

Laboratory - now the Cornell Laboratory for Accelerator-Based Sciences and Education).104

The LCTPC is conceptually ready as it meets design specifications and is engineeringly105

possible. It spans decades of research and innovation in MPGDs. Single-hit transverse106

resolution results from testbeam at 1 T magnetic field extrapolated at the 3.5 T filed of107

ILD clearly demonstrate that single point resolution of 100 µm over about 200 points is108

achievable with several MPGD technologies (GEM, MM or GridPix). This translates from109

simulation to two-hit separation of ∼2mm and a momentum resolution δ(1/pT ) ' 10−4/110

GeV/c (at 3.5 T), which are the required performance of the TPC as a standalone tracker at111
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ILD for ILC. Other areas of MPGD developments are ongoing on ion gating, dE/dx, power-112

pulsed electronics and cooling. Similar simulations were performed by members of the Belle113

II Collaboration showing that a GridPix-based TPC could be the ultimate central tracking114

for an upgrade detector at a future Hyper B-Factory. The readout choice will need to be115

adapted to the high-luminosity beam structure of HyperKEK-B and probably a buffer that116

can handle discrete readout of multiple concurrent events will be required. The baseline de-117

sign of CEPC detector is an ILD-like concept, with a superconducting solenoid of 3.0 Tesla118

surrounding the inner silicon detector, TPC tracker detector and the calorimetry system.119

The CEPC TPC detector will operate in continuous mode on the circular machine. As for120

the ILD TPC, MPGD technologies is applicable and desirable for a detector at CEPC.121

Reference [1].122

1 LCTPC for ILD at ILC123

The International Large Detector (ILD) is one of two proposed all-purpose detectors for the124

future International Linear Collider (ILC). To meet the stringent resolution requirements125

for a detailed exploration of the physics at the TeV scale, the ILD proposes a gaseous126

detector as the central tracking, Considerable R&D on novel gas detectors for the ILC has127

been carried out during the last two decades. The ILC is the most advanced concept-ready128

accelerator to be deployed as a Higgs Factory. The detector technology associated with129

ILC are quite mature. The ILD is one detector concept at the ILC where calorimetry130

and tracking systems are combined. The tracking system consists of a silicon inner vertex131

detector, forward tracking disks and a large volume Time Projection Chamber (TPC). A132

TPC using gaseous MPGD technology is being planned for ILD. The ILD TPC will fill133

a large volume about 4.7 m in length, spanning radii rom 33 cm to 143 cm (at 4 T) or134

180 cm (at 3.5 T). In this volume the TPC provides up to 220 three dimensional points135

for continuous tracking. This high number of points allows for a reconstruction of the136

charged particle component of the event with high accuracy, including the reconstruction of137

secondaries, long lived particles, and potentially kinks. The ILD TPC requires transverse138

(r − φ) and longitudinal (Z) single-hit space-point resolutions of less than 100 µm and139

1400 µm, respectively, for all tracks over the full 2.35 m drift region. The readout electronics140

for the TPC has to be adapted to the design of the tracking chamber and the beam structure141

of the collider. The physics goals of the drives track reconstruction resolution and MPGD142

pad sizes as ILC detectors requires momentum resolution δ(1/pT ) ' 10−4/ GeV/c (at 3.5143

T), dE/dx resolution of about 5% or better, and two-track separation of ∼2 mm and ∼6144

mm in the r − φ and Z plane, respectively. A tracking efficiency of greater than 99%, for145

track momenta above 100 MeV within the angular acceptance was proven to be achievable146

with events simulated realistically with full backgrounds. At the same time the complete147

TPC system will introduce only about 10% of a radiation length into the ILD allowing148

particle flow algorithm technique for global event reconstruction.149

Within the framework of the LCTPC Collaboration, a large prototype TPC has been150

built as a demonstrator. Its endplate can accommodate up to seven modules of MPGD151
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representative of the near-final proposed design of the TPC endplate for ILD for the recon-152

struction hits over a track-length of about 100cm. LCTPC is a collaboration of physicists,153

engineers, technicians, students and support staff from 25 institutes from 12 countries with154

23 other institutes as observers. The LCTPC observer institutes for the USA are: Iowa State155

University, MIT, Purdue University, Yale University, Cornell University, Indiana University,156

Stony Brook, Louisiana Tech, LBNL and BNL. The MPGD technologies being developed157

for the LCTPC are Gas Electron Multiplier (GEM), Micromegas (MM) and GridPix. All158

technologies have been studied with an electron beam in a 1 Tesla magnet at DESY. Suc-159

cessful test beam campaigns with multiple modules of MPGD readouts have been carried160

out in the last few years. Major advancements has indeed been accomplished by the LCTPC161

Collaboration to establish MPGD’s as a solid baseline for a TPC at ILC. Results demon-162

strate that the required hit reconstruction efficiency, field inhomogeneity, spatial resolution163

and stand alone momentum resolution are achievable.164

TPC has been successfully deploy at LEP in the 1990’s. The advantages of a TPC165

at lepton colliders are its ability to reconstruct track from charged particle in 3 dimen-166

sions, while introducing very small amounts of dead material. It allowed for powerful way167

to perform continuous pattern recognition with precise energy lost measurement for parti-168

cle reconstruction and identification, respectively. A limitation of conventional wire-based169

TPC’s that operated at LEP was the appearance of some field distortions due to E×B near170

the wires and field inhomogeneity created by ion backflow. It is clear that the advantages171

of the MPGDs were promptly acknowledge with the ion backflow being very limited by a172

suitable choice of the field configuration, as well as the E×B effects being nearly illuminated173

with the microscopic structure of a MPGD. However, it was also recognized that, to profit174

from the excellent resolution allowed by a limited diffusion and a very localized avalanche,175

either sufficiently small pads would be needed, to share the charge among several pads, or176

a mechanism for spreading the avalanche was needed. Without such a sharing, the only177

information obtained would have been which pad received the charge, and the hit position178

would have a flat probability over the pad width, limiting the resolution along a pad row to179

be w/
√

12, w being the pitch-width over a pad row. Thus, multi-stage GEM were developed180

to allow for natural spreading by diffusion in the multilayer gas amplification itself, where181

about ∼300 µm r.m.s., was sufficient to obtain enough charge spreading with ∼1 mm wide182

pads. For Micromegas, where the avalanche has typically a ∼15 µm r.m.s., an additional183

charge-spreading mechanism was necessary. A resistive layer using a superposition of an in-184

sulator and a resistive cover provides a continuous Resistor-Capacitance (RC) network over185

the surface which spreads the charge around the avalanche. Such construction technique186

is applicable to MM and GEM to allow pad widths of 2 mm or 3 mm. The pixel-based187

TPC, where single primary ionization can be detected, is now a realistic option for ILD. To188

make the most of the fine pitches of an MPGD, the GridPix readout structure is adapted189

to the same feature size. Readout ASICs of silicon pixel detectors, such as the Timepix3190

chip, is placed directly below the gas amplification stage. In this setup, the bump bond191

pads normally used to connect the readout chip to the silicon-sensor are used as the charge192

collection anodes. Such principal can be applied to triple-GEM or MM. The latter MM in-193

carnation is refer to as GridPix and is produced by using a post-processing technique, which194

guarantees a high quality grid perfectly aligned with the readout pixels. This alignment195
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Figure 1: Single-hit space-point r − φ transverse resolution plotted against drift distance
for both GEM and Resistive Micromegas at 1.0 Tesla.

ensures that the complete charge avalanche initiated by a primary electron within the MM196

gap is collected on one pixel. Because of the high signal-to-noise ratio tracking and dE/dx197

measurement with GridPix both benefit from distinguishing and detecting single primary198

electrons with a high efficiency.199

The LCTPC Collaboration strives to create an infrastructure for developing and testing200

new and advanced detector technologies to be used at a future linear collider. The aim was to201

make possible experimentation and analysis of data for institutes, which otherwise could not202

be realized due to lack of resources. The LCTPC Collaboration welcomes participants from203

North-America. The shared-infrastructure comprised an analysis and software network; as204

well as instrumentation setups for tracking detectors and calorimetry. A rather complete205

setup has been established at the DESY test beam, providing an environment for a world-206

wide effort in the development of a large TPC to be used as main tracking device at the207

ILC. It consists of the following items: 1) large scale (about 1 m) and low mass field cage;208

2) modular end plate system for large surface GEM and Micromegas systems; 3) MPGD209

detector modules; 4) prototype readout electronics; 5) magnet, supporting devices, HV,210

gas and cooling systems, and slow controls; 6) silicon envelope detectors; and 7) software211

developed within the MarlinTPC framework for simulation, calibration and reconstruction212

of TPC data. The LCTPC Large Prototype (LP) has a diameter of 770 mm and a length213
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of 610 mm and fits into the 1 Tesla superconducting magnet PCMAG. Tracks measured214

within the LP can have up to 125 space points, using anode pad readout, depending on215

the number of modules and pad size. The aim of these tests is not only to confirm the216

anticipated single-point resolutions, but also to address issues related to the large size of217

this TPC, like alignment, calibration, pulsed-electronics, cooling, electric and magnetic field218

distortions, dE/dx, and ions backflow. Over the years analyses of data were performed from219

test beam measurements with the LCTPC LP equipped with: (i) wet-etched triple GEM220

and (ii) Micromegas with charge dispersion readout. Inhomogeneities of the electric field221

close to the MPGD boarders caused distortions of the recorded tracks. These distortions222

were corrected in upgraded modules and the residual distortions are treated by common223

software package for both GEM and Micromegas pad-based readouts. After alignment224

calibration and correction have been applied, the hit residuals line up around zero for both225

technologies. In Figures 1, the measured transverse (xy-plane) space-point resolutions are226

plotted as a function of the drift distance for data collected in a 1 T magnetic field with227

GEM and Micromegas. In all cases, the transverse resolutions were measured using the228

geometric mean of inclusive and exclusive residual distributions from track fits and fitted to229

the analytical form σT(z) =
√
σ2T(z = 0) +D2

T z, where DT is the coefficient of transverse230

diffusion.231

Based on these results at 1 T with the LP, an extrapolation to the parameters of the ILD232

TPC has been done using the attachment rate determined at the beam test. The results233

are shown in Figure 2. With a small attachment rate compatible with zero, the resolution234

requirement at the ILD experiment can be achieved. TPCs in running experiments as T2K235

or ALICE demonstrated that the necessary control of the gas conditions is possible. The236

expected single-point hit resolution in a magnetic field of 3.5 T confirms that pad-based237

GEM and Micromegas technologies meet the requirements of the proposed ILD-TPC for the238

future ILC, which is a single-hit resolutions of σrφ(z = 0) ∼ 60 µm and σrφ < 100µm in the239

transverse plane for all tracks after 2.35 m of drift. Similar measurement and extrapolation240

on longitudinal Z, or time, single-hit resolution show that the ILD TPC requirements can241

be also achieve.242

Figure 3 shows a fully equipped LP module with 96 GridPix detectors (∼2 cm2 cell) are243

being mounted in the LP. The readout structure consists of 160 GridPixes with a total of244

10.5 million pixels, each of a size of 55 µm × 55 µm. Preliminary results on the performance245

of GridPix readout shows great promise. Single electron diffusion measurements for GridPix246

points to similar, or better, performance as obtained with GEM or Resistive Micromegas.247

This indicates that the GridPix novel technology has great potential and is worth further248

investment in R&D.249

One critical issue concerns potential field distortions due to ion accumulation within the250

drift volume of the chamber. At ILC, this can be mitigated by implementing an ion gating251

between bunch trains, using large aperture GEM foils. During bunch trains, the voltage252

difference between the GEM sides is configured to allow drift electrons cross the GEM and253

reach the amplification region. Outside bunch trains, the voltage difference is reversed so254

that ions produced in the gas amplification region stay confined and are guided to the GEM255

surface where they are absorbed. This GEM ion gating system has been assembled and256
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Figure 2: Single-hit point r − φ transverse resolution extrapolation to a magnetic field of
3.5 T based on parameters measured with the LCTPC prototype at 1.0 T. The resolution
is plotted over the full ILD TPC drift length of 2.35 m including 1σ band without any
attachment for a perfectly controlled gas. The extrapolated resolution at 2.35 m drift is <
100 µm, which fulfils the designed ILD-TPC transverse resolution requirement.
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Figure 3: Fully equipped LP module with 96 GridPix detectors is being mounted in the LP.

tested. It is designed to operate on top of both a triple-GEM or a resistive Micromegas. The257

electron transparency of the GEM gating has been determined with different measurements258

and corresponds to 82% as expected from simulations. The ion blocking power is deemed259

adequate, but still has to be further elaborated and quantified. First measurements have260

been initiated with a fast HV switching circuit that has to be established and tested in261

B-field of 3.5-4 T. New electronics for R&D purposes based on the programmable ASICs is262

being developed within the LCTPC Collaboration. Despite the pulsed mode of data taking263

with power-pulsing, the readout electronics and the endplates will require a cooling system.264

A fully integrated solution has been already tested on seven modules during a testbeam.265

This two-phase CO2 cooling is a very promising candidate. The new work on modules,266

update ion gating, cooling and electronics are to consolidate and improve an already proven267

results that a MPGD TPC can meet the ILD requirement for physics exploitation at the268

ILC.269

The three options for the ILD TPC under consideration for the MPGD signal amplifi-270

cation and readout are:271

• GEM: the ionization signal is amplified by passing through a muti-layered structure272

with avalanche in the holes of the GEM foil and the charges collected on pads.273

• Resistive Micromegas: the ionization signal is amplified between a mesh and the pad274

plane. The charge is induced on the pads under a resistive coating.275

• GridPix: the ionization signal is amplified as for the Micromegas case, but collected276

on a fine array of silicon pixels providing individual pixel timing using Timepix ASICs.277

For the GEM and Micromegas options, the typical pad sizes are a few mm2 and spatial278

resolution is improved by combining the track signals of several adjacent pads. For the Grid-279
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Pix option, the pixel size of 55 microns matches the size of the mesh holes, providing pixel280

sensitivity to single ionization electrons. The GridPix spatial resolution is improved and the281

dE/dx PID enhanced by counting pixels or clusters. Overall, the LCTPC is conceptually282

ready as it meets design specifications and is engineeringly possible. Here, the single-hit283

transverse resolutions were shown from multiple testbeam campaigns at 1 T magnetic field284

and the extrapolated result at 3.5 T clearly demonstrate that single point resolution of 100285

µm over about 220 points is achievable with MPGD technology (GEM, MM or GridPix).286

This translates from simulation to the desired two-hit separation of ∼2mm and a momen-287

tum resolution δ(1/pT ) ' 10−4/ GeV/c (at 3.5 T), which is the required performance of288

the TPC as a standalone tracker at ILD for ILC. Measurements on dE/dx and ion gating289

also confirms the needed performance at ILC. Those results and conclusions are based on290

an established experimental R&D program.291

The framework set by the LCTPC international Collaboration and with the Interna-292

tional Development Team (IDT) for the realization of the ILC in Japan offer a window of293

opportunities for a significant engagement of the LCTPC American observer institutions294

with dedicated funding for advancement in instrumentaion. MPGD TPC technologies can295

be linked with other application domains where MPGD are bringing benefits and synergy296

with other areas of applied physics reported at the Instrumentation Frontier that relies on297

microscopic structure devices. North America has infrastructures in place at national labo-298

ratories and universities to enhanced and guide the development of instrumentation based299

on micro pattern detectors for ILC.300

2 Belle II Upgrade301

Intensity frontier experiments, particularly those at the B Factories, require high-precision302

tracking for fairly low-momentum tracks in the presence of high event and beam-induced303

background rates. Such experiments typically rely on drift chambers to measure helical304

segments of charged tracks with a minimal material budget. Operational experience in the305

early stages of Belle II, the current state-of-the-art B Factory experiment, has shown that306

the drift chamber technology may be reaching its limit due to high occupancy. To address307

this issue, the Belle II Collaboration has developed and simulated a first conceptual design308

for a TPC-based tracking system for a hypothetical future Hyper-B factory experiment.309

For convenience and concreteness, it is supposed that SuperKEKB and Belle II will be310

superseded by ”HyperKEKB” and ”Belle III”, operating with the same beam energies but311

with five times the maximum instantaneous luminosity (5.0 − 6.5 × 1035cm−2s−1), and312

assume that the proposed tracking system is surrounded by existing Belle II components.313

However, in principle the concept is equally suitable for a Belle II upgrade or a future,314

unrelated intensity-frontier experiment.315

In the Belle III scenario, the geometry is constrained by the existing PID and elec-316

tromagnetic calorimetry systems. With this constraint, three competing proposals were317

considered. The first is an upgraded drift chamber. This solution is challenged and al-318

most unsuitable given the current challenges of operating Belle II’s drift chamber (CDC) at319
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SuperKEKB current instantaneous luminosity. The second option is a full silicon tracker.320

Preliminary simulations of such a system is found to significantly degrades the pT resolu-321

tion of tracks due to increased multiple scattering. This, coupled with the intrinsic cost and322

structural difficulties of such a system, suggests that such a system might not be suitable.323

The third option is a TPC-based tracker, which should provide a significant reduction in324

occupancy because it is a true three-dimensional detector, while drift chambers are effec-325

tively two-dimensional. However, a TPC tracker has some intrinsic limitations: it cannot326

provide a trigger signal as the CDC does, and event pileup can be very high due to the327

long electron drift time. Other questions raised by the tracking TPC concept, include (i)328

reliable association of tracks with unique events despite a high degree of event overlap (ii)329

beam-induced background hits (iii) ion backflow mitigation with possible continuous read-330

out design (without gating) at high physics event rates. Overall, can a TPC match the331

tracking performance of a CDC by using a high number of space-time points to overcome332

the limitations of diffusion? These problems can be overcome based on a conceptual design333

that addresses such challenges.334

For the preliminary results presented here, the current Belle II CDC is replaced by a335

TPC with a single drift volume and readout on the backward endcap. Second, the current336

silicon vertex detector (VXD) is replaced with a new detector, which is based off the VTX337

upgrade proposal [REF: VTX EOI?]. In order to maintain an annular cylinder geometry338

for the TPC, we extend the VTX from to a radius of 44 cm. Third, a multilayer fast timing339

detector, possibly silicon, placed at r = 25 cm or r = 45 cm is used in order to replace340

the triggering role of the CDC and additionally provide particle identification (PID) via341

time-of-flight (TOF) for low-pT tracks.342

In order to focus on these key challenges instead of more basic technical design optimiza-343

tions, Belle II preliminary study borrow heavily from work already done by the LCTPC344

Collaboration for the ILD TPC. The basic conceptual design consists of a single gas vol-345

ume of length 242 cm with high-resolution readout tiling the backward endcap without346

ion gating with continuous data taking mode. It is assumed assume that the TPC uses347

atmospheric pressure T2K gas with a drift field (289 V/cm) that minimizes the drift time348

of electrons (vD = 7.89 cm/µs, leading to a maximum drift time of roughly 30 µs for a349

maximum drift length of 242 µm). From the simulation, the longitudinal and transverse350

diffusion coefficients are σL = 200 µm/
√

cm and σT = 84 µm/
√

cm. For charge amplifica-351

tion and readout, the GridPix system proposed for use in LCTPC is used with an array of352

55µm × 55µm pixels with a Micromegas mesh mounted onto the surface. As for the ILC353

TPC, this technology presents a number of advantages: first, the small pixels and direct354

mapping between amplification cells and pixels constitute essentially a best-case resolution355

scenario. Second, in theory such a sensor can be operated in binary readout mode in which356

each individual hit represents exactly one electron and consists only of the pixel ID and357

a threshold-crossing time ID. This can dramatically reduce the data throughput, which is358

anticipated to be a significant technical challenge at ultrahigh luminosities and with con-359

tinuous readout. Thirdly, the total number of ions produced during amplification can be360

far smaller, perhaps leading to a reduction in the number of backflowing ions. Finally, it is361

relatively easy to implement such a detector in the actual Belle II digitization simulation.362
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Figure 4: A comparison of the average pT resolution for the CDC+VXD and TPC+VTX
tracking systems.

The key question concerning tracking performance is whether the increase in the number363

of spatial hit points (up to the theoretical maximum of number of ionizations) can win364

out over thermal diffusion when determining tracking parameters. Here the focus of the365

result presented is primarily on the transverse momentum pT . A set of simulated muons in366

discrete bins of pT and distributed uniformly in θ over the acceptance of the TPC. Figure367

4 shows the simulated pT resolution for the current (CDC+VXD) versus the proposed368

(TPC+VTX) tracking systems averaged over all track polar angles θ. The vertical offset369

is due to multiple scattering, which is largely determined by the material budget of the370

vertex detectors, which for the VTX is highly speculative. In principle, due to significant371

thinning of each layer, the TPC+VTX should be able to achieve comparable or lower levels372

of multiple scattering compared to the CDC+VXD. The linear slope in pT , due to position373

measurement resolution, is far shallower for the TPC compared to the CDC. This is due374

to the large number of hit points in the TPC, rendering its effective point resolution far375

superior to the hit resolution in the CDC. In conclusion, the simulated TPC result shows376

that it is possible to match and even surpass the tracking resolution of the CDC. However,377

the tracking performance in the critical range pT < 1 GeV depends more strongly on the378

amount of material in the VTX than it does on the differences between the CDC and TPC.379

It is also found that binary readout with relatively larger pixels (200µm × 200µm) is also380

sufficient to meet the performance objectives of the tracking system of Belle III, which381

decreases the channel count and data throughput of the system, perhaps offsetting some of382

the costs.383

Based on these studies, a gas TPC-based tracking system seems viable for an intensity384

frontier experiment like the hypothetical Belle III. This conceptual design relies heavily on385

the capabilities of the GridPix sensor, particularly the association of a single pixel with a386

single electron with low ion backflow and excellent 3D resolution. The primary difficulty387
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of such a system is the tiling these sensors over the > 3m2 endplate. However, it offers an388

amazing opportunity for groups in the US interested in R&D for MPGD for future upgrade389

with the Belle II detector.390

3 TPC for CEPC391

The Circular Electron Positron Collider (CEPC) has been proposed as a Higgs/Z factory392

in China. The baseline design of CEPC tracking system consists of a vertex detector with393

three concentric double-sided pixel layers, a high precision (about 100 µm) large volume time394

projection chamber (TPC) and a silicon tracker on both barrel and end-cap regions. The395

tracking system has similar performance requirements to the ILD detector in ILC detectors396

but without power-pulsing, which leads to additional constrains on detector specifications,397

especially for the case of machine operating at Z-pole energy region with high luminosity.398

Until a decision on a tracker for a future circular collider in China can be reached, a399

number of tasks are still remaining regarding the TPC research. Such tasks include the400

full simulations of the TPC performance in the CEPC environment, cooling, further design401

of the readout electronics, and calibration methods. Some of the key challenges to be402

addressed in the near future is the physics requirements for the TPC performance towards403

the inclusive CEPC physics program. MPGD technology, though quite far advanced in404

some aspects, still needs a significant effort from key partners. Nonetheless, the CEPC405

TPC requirements and challenges for the detector are very similar than the ones described406

for the ILD TPC, and thus achievable with existing possible MPGD technologies. R&D407

activities in actively ongoing in China and could potentially lead to partnership with the408

USA.409

Overall, the TPC at CEPC has been inspired by the ILC-TPC development. Contrary410

to the ILC, Z-pole running at CEPC with luminosity of about 1036 cm?2 s?1 prevents gating411

mode TPC operation. Hence, one area of research specific to CEPC is a high-gain, low ion-412

backflow double micro-mesh gaseous structure which shows good promise. In this situation,413

GridPix is also an attractive option, which provides the high granularity needed to resolve414

individual electron clusters and to determine energy loss by the cluster counting technique.415

The CEPC TPC requires transverse (r − φ) single-hit space-point resolutions of less than416

100 µm and longitudinal (Z) time resolution of about 100 ns. The physics goals requires417

dE/dx resolution of less than 5% and particle identification separation at ∼2% level with418

cluster counting. Most conditions set by the CEPC tracking systems can be met by MPGDs419

as proven by LCTPC effort. Such detector development offers a possibility for partnership420

between the US and China.421

4 Other Applications and Synergy422

In the previous sections, the focus was on MPGDs for the International Large Detector423

(ILD) at the International Linear Collider (ILC), (ii) the Belle II upgrade at SuperKEK424

B-Factory, and (iii) the TPC for a detector at the Circular Electron Positron Collider425
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(CEPC). Despite the mention of only those initiatives, radiation detection through the426

ionization in micro-pattern gas amplification devices has many fields of applications ranging427

from particle, nuclear and astro-particle physics experiments with and without accelerators.428

MPGDs are applicable as well in medical imaging and homeland security screening. Several429

new micro-pattern gas amplification concepts, such Thick-GEMs (THGEM) or patterned430

resistive-plate devices, are also under study for calorimeter and muon systems. To name only431

two examples of synergy between TPC-tracking and other instrumentation development,432

particle-flow algorithm from continuous detection in MPGD devices promises to deliver433

calorimetry excellent jet energy resolution, while large sensitive area MPGDs serves as434

natural logical choices for muon systems at future multi-purpose 4π spectrometers.435

In some tracking applications coarse patterned readout can be used for experiments re-436

quiring very large-area coverage with moderate spatial resolutions. Such conceptual design437

of the newest micro-pattern devices are in fact quite suitable for production and devel-438

opment with industrial partners as it was proven for recent deployment of LHC detector439

upgrades from Run3 onwards. MPGD have indeed been proven to be a natural choice of440

technologies for large sensitive area for muon systems as demonstrated by CMS and ATLAS441

who recently upgraded part of their muon systems. CMS opted for GEM; while ATLAS442

used Micromegas staggered with small-strip Thin Gap Chamber (sTGC). Both CMS and443

ATLAS have numerous institutions from the United States funded by DOE or NSF who444

participate in the deployment of the upgraded MPGD-based muon detectors. There have445

been major recent MPGD developments for ATLAS and CMS muon system upgrades (from446

Run 3 onwards) that established design concepts and technology goals; while addressing en-447

gineering and integration challenges. The ATLAS resistive Micromegas are set to suppress448

destructive sparks in the high rate environments, while the CMS GEM single-mask with449

self-stretching techniques enable the reliable production of large-size foils and significantly450

reduce detector assembly time. For examples, (i) the completion of the ATLAS New Small451

Wheels for Run3 relied on the expertise of the TRILAB company in Nevada for the precise452

machining, etching and pressing of anodes boards of meter-scale anode boards for sTGC453

that shares and employs very similar attributes than MPGD readouts; while (ii) many454

groups from the US participated in the GEM deployment of the stations GE1/1 and GE2/1455

to complement Cathode Strip Chamber (CSC) in the CMS Muon endcaps. MPGD are456

foreseen as a technology of choice for the future upgrades at HL-LHC operation from 2025457

onwards. Indeed, MPGDs are planned for further upgrades of the muon systems of CMS458

and ATLAS based on GEMs with high granularity spatial segmentation and small-pad re-459

sistive Micromegas, respectively. The development of fabrication techniques of MPGDs for460

LHC upgrades towards HL-LHC showed that large-scale applications is possible from design461

to deployment with a cost-effective manufacturing where the US can potentially play a role.462

Several groups in the world, who often collaborate with US groups, have developed the463

ability to either produce large PCB boards or stretch large-area meshes for the construction464

of MPGD devices. Researchers at the Florida Institute of Technology in Melbourne, Florida,465

USA, are developing under a grant from the U.S. Department of Homeland Security GEM466

detectors that utilize cosmic ray muons for homeland security. The readout electronics467

needed for MPGDs share many common attributes than the electronics for silicon detectors;468

so this this should be kept in mind when taking a global look at detector development.469
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MPGDs can also fulfill the stringent experimental constraints imposed by future nuclear,470

hadron physics experiments, and heavy ion facilities. Another example would be GEM471

or Micromegas operating at the Electron-Ion Collider (EIC), offering intrinsic high-rate472

capability (106 Hz /mm2), spatial resolution (down to 30 µm), multi-particle resolution473

(∼ 500 µm), and superior radiation hardness. Although normally used as planar detectors,474

MPGDs can be bent to form cylindrically curved ultra-light inner tracking systems, without475

support and cooling structures. Again, those attributes shows how effective MPGD can be476

on flagship projects driven by the US P5 community.477
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